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SELENITE LANDSCAPING AND PROPERTY GRIDDING
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CRYSTALLINE PHOENIX™ selenite originates in a massive, solid deposit in southern New
Mexico. Selenite, or hydrous calcium sulfate, is the clear to milky crystalline form of
gypsum, with a hardness of 2, and weighs approximately 180 pounds per cubic foot. The
selenite deposit is surrounded by a massive deposit of CRYSTALLINE PHOENIX™ alabaster,
white with thin grey bands.
The deposit has been laid down in a complex array of interlocking, massive crystals, the
largest encountered to date estimated to be in excess of two tons. The largest crystal
actually removed from the deposit weighs in excess of 1500 pounds. Each selenite
crystal is comprised of compressed laminations or sheets of crystal, with the laminations
being so compressed in the purest crystals that they are undetectable. A unique
characteristic of this CRYSTALLINE PHOENIX™ deposit is the occasional vein of crystallized
gypsum in the form of beautiful and delicate “gypsum coral,” that looks exactly like a
coral formation. The largest piece of “gypsum coral” removed to date weighs over 300
pounds.
In a landscaping application, selenite has been found to add beauty and presence as well
as providing clearing of and removal of negative energy at a site. In “Edgar Cayce Guide
To Gemstones Minerals, Metals, and More, by Shelly Kaehr, PhD,” it states, “Selenite, as
I like to call it, is one of the most powerful stones of the New Age. It brings light into the
energetic bodies and instantly clears all chakras. It is one of the few stones that does not
ever need to be cleansed. It can be used to cleanse other stones as well.”

Selenite landscaping and gridding pieces carry the metaphysical energy of both gypsum
and selenite. According to Melody in “Love is in the Earth,” the reference book on
metaphysical properties of the mineral kingdom, gypsum “is considered the lucky stone.
It provides a strong influence for bringing good fortune.” Melody lists numerous health
benefits of working and living with selenite, including “to facilitate regeneration of the
cellular structure” and “to extend ones life span.” Katrina Raphaell, in her “Crystal
Trilogy” writes extensively about the benefits of using selenite in crystal healing, and in
“The Crystalline Transmission,” states “that this crystal is endowed with a special
ability to alter the very nature of physical matter.” And according to Simmons and
Ashian in “The Book of Stones,” selenite clears or bridges blockages and densities in the
energy field. This phenomenon has been observed by metaphysical healers, wherein
selenite removes the negative energies of an area or space.
CRYSTALLINE PHOENIX™ has performed more than a dozen landscaping and gridding
applications in Texas, Colorado, Arizona, Iowa, and New Mexico. The properties
gridded have ranged in size from a city lot to ranches of 50 and 75 acres, using from
several hundred pounds of selenite to approximately 4,000 pounds of selenite and
“gypsum coral.”

Trudy does final programming of two selenite stones for a 50-acre gridding project

Placement of the selenite at optimum points in the landscape is necessary to maximize
their energetic benefits. Trudy Ann Baker of CRYSTALLINE PHOENIX™ is a master at reading
energetic uses of selenite and is available to assist in optimum placement of the pieces in
any installation. The benefits of this selective placement include energetic clearing of
the physical property and its residents, as well as many others, depending upon the
specifics of the site and its surroundings.

What is a “Gridding”? by Trudy Ann Baker
All property has its own history. The residual “memory” of human events, even an argument, is “registered” where
it took place. That there is memory of the history of a site is a pretty safe assumption, even if this history is simply
plant or mineral (like drought, flood, fire, etc.). Most of us find locations where we feel good and those where we
are uncomfortable. This is one of the reasons. Some history is beneficial to those living at a site and some is not.. A
“gridding” involves tuning into a property and the surrounding area to see how the energies affect both the
individuals and the area. The property knows what is needed for clearing its own history and supporting the current
inhabitants in their individual lives. It guides us where to put what kinds of stones, how big they need to be and,
with the input of the inhabitants, how those stones will be programmed (health, joy, abundance, support of one’s
spiritual work or artistic path, or simply for one’s highest good -- the programming possibilities are endless).
So far, all of our gridding projects have called for 75 to 100 pound selenite pieces at the major perimeter corners
and 50 to 75 pound pieces at any other boundary angles of the property and on either side of all driveways. A
selenite “beacon” is positioned in the interior of the property supported by several other stones. The selenite can
clear, harmonize and nurture the property. Certain other support stones assist in maintaining this clearing and in
supporting the inhabitants in their life path and other programming choices . In addition, selenite is often useful at
the outside corners of buildings and sometimes in the corner of rooms, depending on the structure’s history.
Ideally, selenite would be programmed and inserted into the foundation corners of the structure during construction,
again with other appropriate support stones.
A completed gridding affects a much larger area than just the property where the stones are placed. We have
noticed that our griddings in many diverse locations have energetically connected with each other, creating an even
larger grid of light. This is perhaps the greatest benefit of all - the potential for supporting our entire precious
planet!

Mason is holding a 388+ pound premium landscape selenite block
(note clarity of block with sun shining through)

For additional photos of selenite gridding at actual sites, please refer to:
www.crystallinephoenix.com

For selenite landscape and gridding pricing or selenite sample photos, please contact:
Mark Hooper
830.285.9947

Trudy Ann Baker
505.401.3822
crystallinephoenixselenite@gmail.com
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